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I SITE EVALUATION CRITERIA
This Parks Site Assessment and Feasibility Study was limited to six City-owned properties within the Downtown Precise Plan Boundary. The following site evaluation criteria
are utilized throughout this document to gauge the “park potential” for each of the sites under evaluation. These qualitative criteria have been broken into three major
categories: Safety & Vibrancy (which considers park visibility, feelings of safety, and the relative levels of activity the park may spur), Circulation & Connectivity (which
considers each site’s relative accessibility as well as its ability to itself improve connectivity), and Potential for Program (which considers size, location, and conﬁguration to
determine the potential of each site to accommodate a range of use types).
It should be noted that four of the study sites are currently utilized as public parking lots. Downtown Redwood City’s on-street parking experiences high parking occupancy
rates, due largely to the consistent ﬂow of visitors to the downtown. During most periods and days, there is sufﬁcient additional parking available at the parking garages
and lots to accommodate demand. That said, demand ﬂuctuates greatly at some locations depending on the time and day of the week, causing the perception that there
is limited parking. To counter this perception, the City is developing a parking wayﬁnding system to direct downtown patrons to available parking in real-time. Although
this Parks-focused study may recommend a reduction in the number of public parking spaces in Downtown to accommodate the development of a new public park, it is
believed that the current parking supply can accommodate the potential reduction.

Safety & Vibrancy

Circulation & Connectivity

Potential for Program

CPTED/Eyes on the Park

To Pedestrian / Key Commercial Corridor
The potential for direct access to the park from a
signiﬁcant pedestrian area or a key commercial
corridor.

Special Events
The potential for the park to include signiﬁcant space
which could be used for special events, community
gatherings, open public markets, fairs, etc.

To Transit
The potential for users to get to/from the park via
Public Transit.

Passive Green Space
The potential for the park to accommodate
landscape/softscape areas with grass, trees and
other plant species.

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) is a multi-disciplinary approach to
deterring criminal behavior through the design of
publicly accessible spaces.
Eyes on the Park is based on the theory that
increased pedestrian trafﬁc in a public space helps
communities to ﬂourish socially and economically
and fosters self-policing, which deters criminal and
anti-social behavior. Eyes on the Park is also about
having a range of uses around, and with entrances
adjacent to, the park.

Pedestrian Movement
The potential for pedestrians to move through
the site, allowing both access and visibility to the
amenities and activities within the park.

To Bicycle Routes
The potential for users to get to/from the park via an
identiﬁed bicycle route.
Ability to Create Links
The potential for the park to create new, accessible,
through-site links to other parts of the downtown.

Downtown Activity

To Retail
The potential for the park to have direct access to the
retail businesses within the downtown

The potential for the site to highlight and contribute
to the activity of adjacent business, and/or to
encourage new development by creating a more
dynamic and vibrant downtown.

To Parking
The one-block proximity of the site to a publiclyaccessible parking lot / garage.
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Active Uses
The potential for the park to accommodate a series
of active uses. Examples of potential active park uses
include: a playground, a splash pad, a bandshell/
stage, a food truck zone, a dog park, etc.
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II EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS

DOWNTOWN CORE

II EXISTING CONDITIONS

Site Introduction
Redwood City Council has begun
to facilitate implementation of the
Downtown Precise Plan (DTPP), and
with that, placed high priority on the
initiation and completion of DTPP Goal
#3: “Create a network of great public
open spaces.” The following publiclyowned sites were selected for study
with this goal in mind:

SITE 01: Winslow Street
SITE 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park
SITE 03: City Hall
SITE 04: Marshall Street Garage
(Rooftop)
SITE 05: Spring Street
SITE 06: Bradford Street/
Redwood Creek
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II EXISTING CONDITIONS

Site Introduction

SITE 01: Winslow Street

SITE 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park

SITE 03: City Hall

1.1 acres

2.9 acres

3.3 acres

Parking Spaces: 46

Parking Spaces
Lot A: 51
Lot B: 97
Penn Avenue: 53

Parking Spaces: 165

Bounded by Winslow and Hamilton Streets and
the Caltrain line, this site is adjacent to two new
developments as well as the Fox Theater. It is
currently being used as a construction staging area.
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This site is bound by Jefferson, Middleﬁeld, Main,
and Pennsylvania, as well as the Caltrain line.
Roselli Park is included within the bounds, as are
two parking lots currently uses by Library patrons
and the general public. This site is across from City
Hall and adjacent to one new, mixed-use project.

This site is currently a public parking lot at
the center of a large urban block. Bounded by
Jefferson, Broadway, Main, and Middleﬁeld,
this site is located next to both City Hall and
the Downtown Redwood City Post Ofﬁce; other
surrounding uses include new restaurants and
new housing developments.
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II EXISTING CONDITIONS

Site Introduction

SITE 04: Marshall Street Garage

SITE 05: Spring Street

SITE 06: Bradford Street / Redwood Creek

1 acre

.5 acres

4.1 acres

Parking Spaces: 118

The smallest of the six sites under consideration,
the Spring Street site is bound by Marshall,
Main, and Walnut. It is located across the street
from a new housing development. It is currently
characterized by an island of underutilized green
space, although the site also includes the portion
of Spring Street between Walnut and the Main/
Marshall intersection.

At 4.1 acres, this site is the largest of the
considered sites. It is largely outside of the
Downtown Core, and crosses underneath
Veteran’s Boulevard en route Highway 101.

This site is the top deck of the publicly-owned
Marshall Street Garage. It is bound by Jefferson,
Marshall, Main, and Broadway.
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DOWNTOWN CORE

II EXISTING CONDITIONS

Circulation
Conditions & Policy
The circulation conditions and
policies in the Downtown core seem
to favor some park locations over
others.
Sites 01, 02, 03, and 04 are located
off of major circulation corridors,
which will help maintain activity at
those sites.
Sites 05 is somewhat removed
from the active uses of downtown,
but still close enough to potentially
become (or create) a node within
the central city.
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DOWNTOWN CORE

II EXISTING CONDITIONS

Land Use Analysis
There is a diversity of uses in
Downtown Redwood City, and
some potential park sites are well
positioned to take advantage of this.
Based on the Sphere of Inﬂuence,
Sites 01 and O3 have the highest
adjacency to active frontages, but
all sites are lacking direct active
frontages.
All parks have the opportunity to
maintain existing active zones or
create the activity to promote new
ones.
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DOWNTOWN CORE

II EXISTING CONDITIONS

Development Map
Parks have the potential to enhance
the vitality and energy of new
developments and the potential
to spur development further
throughout the Downtown Core and
the City.
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

SITE 01: WINSLOW STREET

Opportunities and Constraints

12
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SITE 01: WINSLOW STREET

III SITE ASSESSMENT

Opportunities

Constraints

• Adjacency to Caltrain station and new mixed-use development

• Blank adjacent frontage to North (no eyes on street)

• Inside city core

• Winslow Street edge has limited pedestrian activity

• Location has potential to expand downtown core

• Displaces downtown parking

• Medium-size scale will accomodate a variety of activities and
character.

• Potential elimination of up to 46 parking spaces.
• Competing city development needs (ie, affordable housing
development)

Site Summary
The connection of the site to transit lines and public plaza space is
a positive attribute, yet there are few “eyes on the street” here, with
many businesses surrounding the site closing after business hours.
This site is surrounded by mainly retail, commercial, and ofﬁce
buildings, which can contribute to its success during the day, and
possibly at night. This Site is centrally located, and near a hub
of activity in the Downtown Core. Its location could also serve as
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an anchor to the adjacent mall and transit line, creating a new
destination within downtown.
Although there is no housing or active frontage immediately
surrounding this site, it has some adjacency to active frontages that
could potentially activate the site if it were programmed correctly (ie,
adjacent restaurant opening to park).
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

SITE 02: LIBRARY CAMPUS/ ROSELLI PARK

Opportunities and Constraints

14
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

Opportunities

SITE 02: LIBRARY CAMPUS/ ROSELLI PARK

Constraints

• Adjacency to Library

• Limited eyes on park

• Proximity to active urban edge

• Limited adjacency to Core Streets

• Adjacency to parking

• Adjacent to blank side of Library and parking on three sides

• Existing open green space with mature trees

• Signiﬁcant storm drain, water, and electrical utilities may need to be relocated

• Potential to plant new trees

• Utilities may need to be adjusted to grade at driveway closure on MIddleﬁeld

• Potential to serve as an anchor for North-South pedestrian link

• Potential elimination of up to 201 parking spaces

• Potential to connect Roselli Park to potential adjacent redevelopment

• Access to and from the site is difﬁcult along Middleﬁeld

• Opportunity for bike community link along Pennsylvania Ave

Site Summary
The site has good potential- It has existing green space and mature
trees, and already acts as an anchor to the existing civic center and
plazas. The site also has the potential to serve as an anchor point
for a North-South pedestrian link between Library, City Hall, the
Downtown Core, and the Marshall Street Parking Garage. There are
also mixed-use and ofﬁce buildings across Middleﬁeld that could
potentially activate the park if programmed correctly.
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But because the site holds many parking spots for Downtown, and
because of the City’s parking agreement with the adjacent theater,
the potential with this site could be limited to the NE corner. The
mature trees, landscape mounds, and blank library wall limit eyes on
the park.
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

SITE 03: CITY HALL/ MAIN STREET

Opportunities and Constraints
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

Opportunities

SITE 03: CITY HALL/ MAIN STREET

Constraints

• Proximity to key commercial streets and active urban frontage

•

Limited eyes on park

• Large site has potential to accommodate wide variety of activities and
character

•

Adjacent to backside of building and blank facades (no eyes on
streets)

• Flexibility to have shared space- parking at some times and plaza
others

•

Would displace downtown parking and service loading zones

•

Large underground utility vaults and parking lot, storm drain, electrical
and irrigation utilities may require relocation due to grade adjustment.

• Potential to create North-South pedestrian link between Library, City
Hall, downtown, and parking garage
• Central downtown location

• Potential elimination of up to 165 parking spaces
• May be difﬁcult to plant trees due to location of culvert

• Potential to daylight creek

Site Summary
Because it is so central, this site represents an excellent opportunity
for pedestrian connectivity from North to South. However, some
of the buildings that surround the site do not address it, creating
potential safety problems due to lack of eyes on the potential park.
This site also has the potential for use ﬂexibility. For example, some
of the parking could remain and only a portion of the lot could
be turned into a park - especially if paired with targeted building
DRAFT | 2 march 2018

improvements.Or some portion of the existing lot could stay parking
during the week, but be converted to a market or event space on
evenings/weekends, etc.
The large size of the site offers the opportunity for a variety of
activities to establish a vibrant, centrally-located node, perhaps
including a jewel box concesssion or food cart court.
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

SITE 04: MARSHALL STREET GARAGE

Opportunities and Constraints
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

Opportunities

SITE 04: MARSHALL STREET GARAGE

Constraints

• Proximity to downtown Core Streets

• At the top deck of the parking garage there are no eyes on park

• Proximity to active urban frontage

• No connection to active urban frontage

• Parking deck has potential to accommodate special events

• Difﬁcult access via elevator or numerous ﬂights of stairs

• Potential to create north south pedestrian link between the library,
City Hall, downtown and parking garage.

• ADA non-compliant due to upper deck cross slopes above 5%
• Potential elimination of up to 118 parking spaces
• Parking agreement with the Theater restricts elimination of parking
spaces from garage

Site Summary
There are no eyes on the park, and no connection to the active
urban streets surrounding it. Although it has great views, a great
potential for North-South connectivity, and is in a good centralized
location, this site could cost a great deal to bring into ADA
compliance and repurpose as a public park.
There are many potential pedestrian connections and key
intersections near this site, and many active frontages which could
potentially contribute to an active park site.
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Because this site is at the top deck of the parking garage and there
are no eyes on the park, it would need to be a highly-programmed
and carefully managed space- which may best be operated by a
private concessionaire with a true vision for the space.
This type of programming could also potentially compete with
other Downtown activities, such as those happening at Courthouse
Square.
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

SITE 05: SPRING STREET

Opportunities and Constraints
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SITE 05: SPRING STREET

III SITE ASSESSMENT

Opportunities
• Potential for park to extend along Spring Street all the way to
Broadway if Spring Street is closed
• Existing open green space with mature trees
• On edge of downtown, providing potential to expand Downtown Core
• Potential for connection to future Wells Fargo redevelopment
• Close proximity to new/ future residents

Constraints
• Limited eyes on park due to low adjacency to active urban frontages
• Smaller size limits activity and program options
• Trees may need to be thinned or removed
• Potential street re-alignment may eliminate green space
• The Precise Plan calls for Spring Street to be removed, in order to
restore the original city blocks

Site Summary
This open green space has the potential to extend the urban core,
and create a small node of public space adjacent to a new housing
development.
Redevelopment of Wells Fargo and the remainder of Spring Street
could create potential for a more urban park setting.
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

SITE 06: BRADFORD STREET/ REDWOOD CREEK

Opportunities and Constraints

22
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III SITE ASSESSMENT

Opportunities

SITE 06: BRADFORD STREET/ REDWOOD CREEK

Constraints

• Potential for a key recreational corridor/linear park link between
the Bay Trail, new development east of HWY 101, and Downtown
Redwood City.

• This site is largely outside of the Downtown Precise Plan Boundary
and does not meet the Precise Plan’s objective to build a new public
park in Downtown Redwood City.

• Potential for restoration of Redwood Creek leading out to San
Francisco Bay and the adjacent wetland area.

• The site is somewhat isolated from the core of Downtown and much
of it is adjacent to private properties with limited public access.

• Potential for a complete trail on the northern side of Redwood Creek
(as stipulated by the North Main Street Precise Plan).

• The site is tidally inﬂuenced and is mostly undevelopable for buildings
due to the creek that runs through the center of it.

• A pedestrian/bicycle trail leading from east of HWY 101 into
the downtown along both sides of Redwood Creek could further
encourage the redevelopment of adjacent properties while providing

• There is limited opportunity for “eyes on the park.”

Site Summary
This site is very different from the others in this study given its
larger size, distant location, lack of visibility, and the fact that it
has a tidally-inﬂuenced creek running through it. That said, this
site does provide a great opportunity for environmental restoration,
recreation, and connectivity between the Bay Trail, new development
east of HWY 101, and the downtown core. For these reasons, the
Bradford Street / Redwood Creek site should be given special
consideration through this process.
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Given that much of this site is planned for in the North Main Street
Precise Plan, there are different regulations that apply here than
apply to Sites 1-5 – most notably the stipulation that all future
development adjacent to the creek include a trail along the entirety
of the development’s frontage. One segment of this trail has already
been constructed and three other segments are slated pending the
approval of their adjacent projects.
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IV COST FORECAST

BASELINE COST ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS

IV COST FORECAST

The costs of creating an urban park vary widely
based on site conditions, design, program and
use. Preliminary construction cost forecasts
presented in Table 1 were developed from a range
of speculated park improvements, and are general
cost assumptions at the very preliminary stages of
the study.
The baseline understanding of typical park
improvement components and rough cost per square
footage were derived from a recent Redwood City
dog park development which yielded a $35 per
square foot cost. Approximate baseline infrastructure
improvement costs include: hardscape removal and
replacement, storm drain relocation and installation,
general landscaping, irrigation improvements, slight
re-grading, and minor utility adjustments.
The typical urban park cost of $65 per square foot
was gathered from Jamison Square in Portland,
Oregon, which includes an interactive water feature,
play area, stone terrace, mature trees, and vendor
areas. A large-scale intensive urban park cost
forecast was taken from the recent City of San Jose
St. James Park competition that yielded a cost of
$110 per square foot for extensive improvements
that included numerous site structures, sculptures,
interactive water feature, and a large playground. It
is recommended that a contractor or cost estimator
review and advise on preliminary probable cost
forecasts provided.
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Note:
1. Site areas are provided by SERA Architects and are total approximate site areas, which include developable area
only.
2. Approximate park area for Site 02: LIbrary Campus/ Roselli Park is assumed to exclude existing buildings.
3. Forecasted cost for Site 03: City Hall/ Main Street shown does not include creek daylighting. Refer to Table 3 for
additional potential costs related to daylighting.
4. Refer to Tables 2a-d for additional potable water storage cost information.
5. Cost for the Library site assumes a third of the overall site (52,000sf) would be developed with park
improvements.
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IV COST FORECAST

BASELINE COST ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS

Cost Considerations

SITE 01: Winslow Street

SITE 02: Library Campus/ Roselli Park

SITE 03: City Hall

The Winslow Street site has minimal existing utility
constraints and signiﬁcant available space for new
programing ideas. Possible construction costs
beyond the baseline assumptions may include
sidewalk replacement to accommodate additional
path connections and street improvements to
enhance pedestrian crossing. Potential park
program could include an interactive water feature,
park shelter, paved plaza, play area and lawn area.

Cost implications to consider in addition to
baseline assumptions for the Library Campus
and Roselli Park site include potential ﬁber optic
infrastructure impacts, new connections to the
existing storm drain culvert, and re-grading the
existing frontage slope along Jefferson Ave.
Potential park program could include a park
shelter, paved plaza, play area, and lawn area.
The overall cost of park improvements will be
affected by whether Lot A or Lot B or Roselli or
some combination of the three is developed. The
cost estimate assumes that one-third of the site of
41,000 SF will be improved.

This centrally located site currently contains
large existing utility structures that may heighten
construction costs. Potential cost items to note are
storm drain culvert structures which may require
adjustment to grade, above grade utility cabinet
relocations, and service and emergency vehicle
site access requirements. Potential park program
could include an interactive water feature, park
shelter, paved plaza, play area, lawn area, and
garden . The overall cost will be affected by the
physical extent of the site improvements. Due to
the overall size and conﬁguration there could be
options for improving all or a portion of the site.
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IV COST FORECAST

Cost Considerations

SITE 04: Marshall Street Garage

SITE 05: Spring Street

SITE 06: Bradford Street / Redwood Creek

Site civil related construction costs are assumed
to be limited at the Marshall Street Garage
location. Minor frontage improvements may include
hardscape removal, storm drain installation, and
irrigation infrastructure. General costs have been
held for roof-top improvements; however, it is
recommended that a Structural Engineer and MEP
provide additional on-structure cost information to
supplement this forecast .

The Spring Street location has less existing utility
constraints than other sites being considered, but
may present existing tree, grading and roadway
improvement challenges that will depend on
the extent of new improvements. Costs to be
considered beyond baseline assumptions include:
trafﬁc signal improvements, roadway re-grading,
trafﬁc re-routing and accessible access through
the existing park mound. Potential park program
could include a park shelter, small gathering
space and lawn area.

The Bradford Street site provides a relatively
clean slate for development with minor existing
conditions related to constraints and costs.
However, development and program enhancement
along the Redwood Creek may require regrading, wall infrastructure, storm drain outfall
improvements, erosion control measures and
slope maintenance costs. Potential park program
could include hard and soft trails, gathering areas,
interpretative signage and native restoration.
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BASELINE COST ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS

Potable Water
Storage
To assist Redwood City with
potable water storage feasibility
and cost considerations, Tables
2a-d present general outlines
of rough costs associated with
one potable water storage
system at four potential site
locations. Sites that present
available space opportunities
that could likely accommodate
potable water storage systems
are Winslow Street, Library
Campus/ Roselli Park, City Hall/
Main Street and Spring Street.
Storage tank sizes assumed are
based on approximate available
underground space per site.
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IV COST FORECAST

Table 2a: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 01

Table 2b: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 01
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BASELINE COST ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS

Potable Water
Storage

IV COST FORECAST

Table 2c: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 03

Table 2d: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Potable Water Storage @ Site 06
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IV COST FORECAST

BASELINE COST ASSUMPTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS

Redwood Creek
Daylighting

Table 3: Preliminary Cost Forecast for Creek Daylighting

It is understood that Redwood
City is interested in opportunities
to daylight the existing Redwood
Creek within the City Hall Parking
lot site. Based on construction
costs for similar creek daylighting
projects, a baseline assumption of
$10,800 total cost per linear foot
was assumed.
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

IV COST FORECAST

The costs of operating and maintaining
downtown parks can vary widely depending on
the parks’ features, size, programming, and
the intensity of use. Research by the Trust for
Public Land indicates that in the nation’s sixty
largest cities, the annual cost for operations
and maintenance (O&M) per designed acre of
parkland averages to $21,178. The cost for a
more intensive urban park can be greater. For
example, Elizabeth Caurthers Park (Portland,
Oregon), which includes an interactive water
feature, paved plaza, extensive gardens, and
community lawn area, has an annual O&M
cost of 96,000 per acre.
Habitat and open space based parks have a
much lower O&M cost, primarily relating to
safety and plant maintenance. The following
chart represents a general ranking of
operation and maintenance cost based on
the amount and diversity of anticipated park
features, level of use/programming, and size.

*It is assumed Bradford Creek would be primarily a natural open space park and have a much lower
O&M cost per acre, although the overall cost is ranked third due its substantially larger size.
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V SITE RANKING

V SITE RANKING

Site Evaluation Ranking and Results
The ranking of the six selected sites is based upon the site and cost
analyses as detailed in the ﬁrst few chapters of this report. This
ranking utilizes the Site Evaluation Criteria presented in Chapter I to
measure the various elements of what makes a park valuable to a
community against the sites that were pre-selected for study by the
City. Sites were individually scored using a 1-3 scale:
• A ranking of 1 means that the site does not generally meet the
individual criteria;
• A ranking of 2 means that the site neutrally meets the
individual criteria; and
• A ranking of 3 means that the site fully meets the individual
criteria.
It should be noted that the individual criteria were weighted in the
ranking to ensure that – overall – the three, broad categories (Safety
& Vibrancy, Circulation & Connectivity and Potential for Program)
were all weighted equally.
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On January 11, 2017, a workshop was held with roughly 20
Redwood City staff to discuss the project objectives, vet the Site
Evaluation Criteria, and review each site’s opportunities and
constraints. Throughout the workshop, staff provided input and
“insider knowledge” on each of the selected sites. They also
used the scoring program to rank each of the six sites; the staff
rankings were consistent with those prepared independently by the
consultant team. The draft analysis was then revised and presented
to the Parks Commission during their January 24th public meeting.
During the Parks Commission meeting, comments were received
by the Commissioners and by members of the public who were in
attendance. Several concerns addressed by the Parks Commission
were related to the loss of surface-level parking spaces. The analysis
has since been revised to indicate the potential number of spaces to
be eliminated from the various sites. However, the site ranking has
not been changed to address the potential loss of public parking
spaces because it is still acknowledged that there remains a surplus
of parking spaces in Downtown Redwood City.
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V SITE RANKING

Site Evaluation Matrix
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VI FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

VI FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Key Findings
The key recommendations of this memorandum – based on initial
evaluation against the Site Evaluation Criteria and with additional review
and input by City Staff, the Parks Commission, the Planning Commission,
and the Complete Streets Advisory Committee – are as follows:
• Library Lot A and Roselli Park (Site 02) and City Hall/ Main
Street (Site 03) are recommended for further study as a Downtown
park under Phase II of this project.
• Bradford Street/Redwood Creek (Site 06) is recommended for
further study as a Downtown connector via a distinct effort within this
project (parallel to the Phase II studies of Sites 02 and 03).
These recommendations were based on the following process / ﬁndings:
After visiting all 6 sites and mapping, compiling, and analyzing data and
developing site opportunities and constraints, the team conducted an initial
site ranking based upon the Site Evaluation Criteria outlined in Chapter I;
the sites were originally ranked as follows:
#1

Site 03: City Hall / Main Street

#2

Site 01: Winslow Street

#3

Site 02: Library Campus / Roselli Park

#4

Site 04 & Site 06: Marshall Street Garage and Bradford Street/ Redwood
Creek

#5

Site 05: Spring Street

Following this initial site ranking, the team workshopped the ﬁndings with
City Staff, who provided additional context and perspectives. A revised
set of ﬁndings was presented to the Redwood City Parks Commission at a
public hearing on January 24, 2018 and to a joint meeting of the Planning
Commission and Complete Streets Advisory Committee on February 20,
2018. Key takeaways from these sessions were:
• Some consideration should be given to the potential to build out any
of these City-owned properties as uses other than parks or parking
lots. Given its proximity to transit and other amenities – and therefore
its potential real estate value –a park may not be the highest and
best use for Site 01 (Winslow Street). It was recommended that the
Winslow Street lot be studied for other uses (such as affordable
housing or a boutique hotel) before being dedicated as a park site.
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• The Site Evaluation Criteria are not as applicable to Site 06 (Bradford
Street / Redwood Creek) as they are to the rest of the sites (and
therefore its low ranking). However, it was noted that development
of this site into a trail / linear park with ecological restoration of the
creek is essential for providing connectivity to the residential uses
east of HWY 101 and for providing connectivity to the regional trail
system. It was recommended by several Planning Commissioners,
including Chair Nancy Radcliffe, that Site 06 move forward in a
separate track parallel to Phase II within the Downtown Parks Site
Assessment Feasibility Study.
• The noise from the adjacent Caltrain corridor should be considered
for at least two of the potential park sites. Speciﬁcally, the loud
noise of the adjacent trains could be a deterrent for potential users,
particularly if the Winslow Street lot or Library Lot B were to be
converted to Parks.

Recommendations
SITE 01: WINSLOW STREET
• It is recommended that Site 01 be further studied by the City in order
to determine the highest and best use for this parcel. If developed
into a park at this time, it would be very difﬁcult to convert that public
space to a private development in the future. Other development
options for the site that have been identiﬁed by City Staff and various
Commission members include an affordable housing complex or a
boutique hotel.
• This site could be described as the easiest to develop in the nearterm given its location, proximity to Caltrain, and the fact that it has
been “ofﬂine” for parking for the last few years. However, it was also
noted that this site is smaller than the other preferred park locations,
noise from Caltrain would be a big deterrent to park users, and the
current Caltrain Station is likely going to be relocated as park of the
electriﬁcation process.
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SITE 02: LIBRARY CAMPUS / ROSELLI PARK
• It is recommended that the Library Lot A and Roselli Park portions
of Site 02 be advanced to Phase II of this project. Although 51
parking stalls would be eliminated in order to convert Library Lot A
into a public park, the visibility of this lot, combined with the natural
contingency of users of the Library and the adjacency of the existing
Roselli Park, make this an ideal location for a successful public open
space. Roselli Park should be redesigned as a component of Phase II
to provide better connectivity to Library Plaza, to the proposed park at
Lot A, and to Middleﬁeld Road to increase the safety and connectivity
of this space.
• Further parking analysis should be undertaken by the City during
the high-level programming and design of the parcel under Phase
II. It should be noted that a potential re-design of Roselli Park could
potentially lead to the restriping of the adjacent parking lot on the
library campus which may be able to accommodate more parking
stalls.

SITE 03: CITY HALL / MAIN STREET
• It is recommended that Site 03 be advanced to Phase II of this
project. This site has the potential to create a centrally-located public
space that connects the commercial components of downtown with
the civic uses at City Hall and the Library. The development of this
space as a park could inﬂuence the redevelopment of adjacent
properties to front onto the space, which would create a safe and
active location for users and neighbors. Given its size, surrounding
uses, and potential need to maintain some parking or vehicular
circulation here, the Phase II work on this site should consider
whether or not all or just a portion of the site should be converted into
a park.

SITE 04: MARSHALL STREET GARAGE

location and great views, this location could be considered in the
future as a special event space, but would require a concessionaire
with a strong vision and backing to be successful. recreational space.

SITE 05: SPRING STREET
• It is recommended that Site 05 not move on to Phase II of this project.
This site would only be a viable option for a park if the existing parklet,
Spring Street section, and adjacent right-of-way were built together
as public open space and in conjunction with (or contingent upon)
the redevelopment or repositioning of the adjacent Wells Fargo site.
Given that Site 05 is not adjacent to transit or a Core Street, adjacent
redevelopment would be necessary to activate and provide “eyes”
on the park. It also should be noted that the Downtown Precise Plan
also calls for the elimination of the existing parklet here in order to
restructure the streets and blocks in this section of the downtown.

SITE 06: BRADFORD STREET / REDWOOD CREEK
• It is recommended that Site 06 be advanced under a distinct but
parallel track to Phase II as currently deﬁned. Site 06 should be
recognized as a unique opportunity to achieve different but related
objectives than those with which this project was undertaken.
Speciﬁcally, the Bradford Street / Redwood Creek site holds the
potential to be a recreational corridor and key connection that
provides access from Downtown to the Bay Trail and to the existing
residential uses east of HWY 101. The site further presents an
opportunity for signiﬁcant ecological restoration to this key amenity.
Also, because one segment of a trail along the north side of the
creek has already been built, and three more are proposed, there
could be less cost associated with at least the completion of this
site as a pedestrian/bike connector. Given these factors, the site
presents the possibility of partnering with various stakeholder groups
/ constituencies to assist with both the design and implementation of
potential improvements.

• It is recommended that Site 04 not move on to Phase II of this project.
The redevelopment of the roof deck of the Marshall Street Garage
into an accessible public open space has many challenges given
its lack of visibility, the cost of the conversion, and the restrictions
for elimination of parking from this site. However, given its central
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